DVALL THREE ARRIVAL

WEVER
N25°33.14’ - W80°54.82’

Turbojet Vertical Navigation
Planning Information

Miami Intl landing East: Expect clearance
to cross at 10000’ and 250K.
Miami Intl landing West: Expect clearance
to cross at 14000’ and 250K.

DVALL
N25°30.88’
W80°59.94’

CARNU
N25°08.80’
W81°19.54’

RAPID APPROACH COURSE AFTER FAMIN INT.

FAMIN
N25°35.14’
W80°50.30’

NOTE: MARATHON TRANSITION;
ATC Assigned only.

KEY WEST TRANSITION (EYW.DVALL3):
From over EYW VORTAC on EYW R-037
to DVALL INT. Thence. . . .

MARATHON TRANSITION (MTH.DVALL3):
From over MTH NDB on bearing 009° to
dvall int. Thence. . . .

. . . .From over DVALL INT via DHP R-248 to DHP VORTAC. Expect RADAR vectors to
final approach course after FAMIN INT.